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The BBCH scoring system and one alternative 

 

Description 

The BBCH scoring system is a subjective scoring system but which was initially developed to 

describe in a unified way the main primary and secondary phenological stages of plant 

development. BBCH derives from Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessortenamt and 

Chemical industry. It has been primarily developed for crop plants. Its adaptation to forest 

trees is underway for several species. 

The scoring system includes 2 digits: the first one referring to the primary growth stage (see 

table 1) and the second to a given level within the primary stage.  

Table 1. The principal growth stages of the BBCH scale 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following example is given for larch (Larix sp) based on the following vegetative bud 

flushing stages (figure left). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BBCH Description T4F scale BBCH cont 

0 Dormant bud 0 0 

1 Most buds have started to swell 1 1 

3 Most buds are ready to flush 1 2 

7 Start of bud flushing 2 3 

9 Needles overpass bud scales 3 &4 4 

10 1st buds showing fully expanded needles 5 5 

11 10% of buds have reached score 5  6 

12 20% of buds have reached score 5  7 

13 ….  8 

14   9 

15 50% of buds have reached score 5  10 

16   11 

17   12 

18   13 

19 90% of buds have reached score 5  14 

31 Start of twig elongation  15 

    

90 First needles have started changing colour or to fall down   

91 10% of needles have started changing colour or to fall down   

92 20% of needles have started changing colour or to fall down   

93 ….   

…    

…    

99 90% of needles have started changing colour or to fall down   
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Observation  

The BBCH scoring system requires a close scrutiny of the whole crown of trees (same 

orientation) and an estimation of the main stage of flushing/senescence or flowering. Fully 

developed leaves (needles) are usually the main stage of observation for flushing and the 

proportion of the leaves in that stage is then estimated: for example, 11 means that 10% of 

leaves of the crown have reached full development; 15 means that 50% of leaves of the crown 

have reached full development; 19 means that 90% of leaves of the crown have reached full 

development.  

In the same way, for senescence, the main stage is the coloration (and/or fall) of leaves; for 

example, 95 means that 50% of leaves have changed colour and/or have fallen down.  

As for any other phenological scoring system, observation can be done only once at a given 

date and each tree is given a score according to its development; or it can be done every 2-3 

days to monitor phenological development.  

 

An alternative method 

Estimation of the proportion of leaves (needles) at a given stage is not always easy and 

imposes to have well-trained and ‘calibrated’ observers.  

An alternative method has been proposed by ICAS (E.Chesnoiu) using oak as an example. 

The scoring is a combination of a given phenological stage and of the estimation of the 

proportion of the buds at that stage, but which is fixed in this case at 50%.  

 

Bud flushing scoring  

 

 

Stage Description 

Stage 0 More than 50% of the buds of the crown are dormant 

Stage I More than 50% of the crown buds are swollen and can see the first green 

Stage II 
More than 50% of the crown buds shows leaflet, without being able to 
observe the petiole or base shape 

Stage III More than 50% of the crown has leaves completely developed 
 

Fig.1. The four main stages of bud flushing for oak and the corresponding 4 grade- scoring 

scale.   
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Male flowering scoring 

 

 

Stage Description 

Stage 0 
More than 50% of the catkins are completely formed, green-yellow, 
elongated, but still not disseminating pollen 

Stage I More than 50% of the catkins disseminate pollen and are yellow-brown 
 

Fig.2. The two main stages of male flowering for oak and the corresponding 2 grade- scoring 

scale.   

Leaf senescence scoring 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage Description 

Stage I 
More than 50% of the leaves of the tree are 
completely dark green, excepted the base of the 
leaves which starts to become yellow 

Stage II 
More than 50% of the leaves of the tree are 
light green with yellow spots 

Stage III 
More than 50% of the leaves of the tree are 
yellow-brown 

 

Fig.3 The three main stages of senescence for oak and the corresponding 3 grades- scoring 

scale.   

Stage I 

I 
Stage II   Stage III 
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Benefits/constraints 

This alternative system can be easily adapted to any species and is suitable for trees of various 

ages and sizes. This method usually greatly facilitates the scoring because the observation of a 

given stage is usually easier than estimating a proportion of buds at a given stage.   

The proper timing of observation remains as for all phenology scoring systems a problem. 

Observation of tall trees remains delicate but usually easier than systems considering 

observation of the terminal buds only.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by E.Chesnoiu (INCDS “Marin Dracea”, Bucharest, RO) and L.E.Pâques (INRA, 

Orléans, FR) 
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Forcing experiment – ex situ observation 
 

Description 

Forcing experiment allows comparing ex situ bud flushing in climatic chambers with in situ 

observation of phenology. This approach would offer a far more convenient way to finely 

assess phenology. Another aim is to obtain key phenological parameters related to 

dormancy and flushing and check if these are 1) genetically variable and characteristic of 

genotypes and 2) stable over time and space; if so these parameters could be reliably used 

for prediction of flushing.   

For this experiment, twigs should be collected at the end of December or at latest at the 

beginning of January. It is assumed that endodormancy is then broken. These twigs should 

be collected from the same aspect and height level of tree crown, preferably from terminal 

one-year old vigorous shoots of similar diameter in order to minimise non-controlled 

parameters.  

After storage in a chamber at low temperature (2-4°C) up to several weeks, twigs are then 

labelled; buds are counted; the basal end of twigs is refreshed (clear cut under water) and 

twigs are placed in jars with fresh water (1-2 cm). Charcoal is added to avoid moulds. Twigs 

are then shared and forced in two climatic rooms with contrasted mean temperatures (cold 

and warm respectively eg. 15 and 21-22°C), all other conditions (photoperiod (16h), relative 

humidity and pre-treatments) being equal.,. Flushing of twigs is then observed every 2-3 

days by counting the number of buds reaching stage 3/4 (Figure 1.). From twigs collection to 

the end of the experiment, the temperature should be recorded. This forcing approach has 

proved to be successful for several species (Larix, Prunus, Juglans, Quercus, Fagus…). 

According to species, 20 cm-long twigs will be used (eg. for larch) but for some other species 

(eg. wild cherry), 10 cm-long internode cutting with a sub-terminal bud is suitable. In that 

latter case, a box filled with a soaked rock wool is best. 

Similar experimentation method can be used to determine endodormancy break and to 

estimate chilling needs. In this case protocols differ for the collection procedure and for the 

storage and forcing timing as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Flushed buds in stage 3/4 and jars with labelled twigs. 
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Phenological observations 

Flushed buds (for a given stage) are regularly counted every 2-3 days on several twigs from 

the same individuals belonging to clones and/or families or populations. By this way the 

dynamics of flushing can be monitored and temperature threshold estimated applying the 

linear regression method used by Worrall (1993). 

 

Data analysis 

For each twig/tree/family the mean date of flushing is estimated by computing the weighed 

mean of dates (eg. since January 1st ) of flushing of the buds over the experiment by the total 

number of buds flushed. The mean dates of flushing in the cold and warm rooms allow 

estimating hypothetical temperature thresholds and degree-days needed to flush. By linear 

regression, the temperature threshold above which the tree accumulates degree-days can 

be determined as well as its heat-sum requirement (Fig.2). The progeny means were 

estimated by averaging individual trees values. 

 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of threshold value calculation by Worrall (1993) method. 
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Benefits/constraints 

Observation 
period 

Applicable 
on 

Subjectivity 
level 

Throughput 
Nber of trees 

Throughput 
Sampling 

point/unit 

Seasonal 
constraint 

Major 
advantage 

Major 
constraint 

Spring several 
selected 

trees  

O + 40-100 
trees 

+ Every 
2-3 

days 
during 

1 
month 

Some 
flexibility 

Controlled 
conditions, 

more 
precision 

Work 
effort,  

observation 
on explant 

 

Problems Solutions 

Uniformity and quality of twigs, (Figure 

3.) 

Use only thick and vital terminal twigs 

Small percentage of flushing buds Ibid. and/or regular refresh basal part of twigs, 

cutting under the water. 

Time-consuming and laborious buds 

counting 

Count only new-flushed buds and marked it using 

good oil pencil 

Large variations between twigs repeated 
within the same individuals  

Some buds was damaged by insects; 

recommended detail checking of twigs and using 

min. 10 twigs replication per tree, per climatic 

chamber. 

Small difference between mean result of 
observed day for bud flushing in hot and 
cold chambers for one tree 

Select comparable shoots for both climatic 

chambers 

 

 

Figure 3. Difference with twigs thickness. 
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Figure 4. Example below: larch forcing experimentation in 2015 where over 2500 twigs were 
monitored (left) and experimentation with wild cherry using single internode cutting 
inserted in soaked rock wool (note that tips of twigs are covered with paraffin to avoid 
desiccation (INRA-Orléans). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by J.Kowalczyk and M.Rzonca (IBL, PL) 
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Automatic timelapse camera 

 

Description 

Timelapse camera allows taking automatically and remotely daily pictures within a fixed 

period of the day and with a given frequency (from few minutes to several hours). They can 

be used to monitor indoor/outdoor. They are waterproofed and robust. 

Several parameters can be easily set up through a menu:  name of camera/site, quality of 

pictures, timing, frequency... Dating of each picture is automatic. Focus can be chosen as a 

function of distance to the targetted object from a 6 cm to infinite. Cameras are working 

with alcaline batteries. The number of pictures to be stored depends on the SD card 

memory. 

Data (pictures) are downloaded directly from the SD card and/or via a cable and/or 

bluetooth.  

 Several models are suitable : eg. Wingscape Timelapse camera, Brinno, etc. Cost is around 

150 euros.  

A special software is usually provided allowing producing a film from pictures to visualise the 

whole growing season.  

 

 Fig. 1. The Wingscape time-lapse camera (left) and brinno (right) with its water protection 

box 

 

Phenotyping characteristics 

 

 

Cost/visibilit

y/

climate

A few tens +++
Every day 

(even hour)
weak

Proper 

Timing/ 

objective

Whole year All trees O +

Throughput Seasonal 

constraint

Major 

advantage

Major 

constraintNber of trees Sampling point/unit
Observation period 1) Applicable on Subjectivity level

Throughput
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Phenological observations 

Cameras can be used for direct monitoring of flushing/flowering/fructification/senescence at 

the branch, tree and/or landscape levels.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Examples of pictures (larch above; wild cherry bottom) 
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Data analysis 

Pictures can be used to visually detect critical phenological stages. An attractive way is to use 

software such as PhenoCam (from….).  PhenoCam allows analysing all pictures at once as far 

as photos are correctly stored in appropriate directories (year and months (1-12)). Pictures 

should be renamed (eg. with XnView, groups of pictures can be easily renamed at once) 

following the given format Identity_YYYY_MM_DD_HHMMSS. After uploading pictures from 

a given camera and year, PhenoCam allows choosing the time span of the day, a darkness 

threshold and a smoothing threshold.  

A green chromatic component index (GCC) and/or red/blue/green components can be 

computed for each period according to the level of smoothing. The kinetics of GCC change 

over time can be modelled with non-linear models and analysed to draw main stages of 

flushing/senescence phenology.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Phenocam software 

 

Major constraints 

 

Problems Solutions 

Failure due to batteries Lithium  alkaline 

Positioning: wrong position following 

wind storm 

Camera should be strongly fixed to support; check 

regularly; for observation on branches, branches 
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should be tightened up to a fixed support. 

Positioning: when manipulating cameras 

for data retrieval/batteries change 

Camera should be strongly fixed to support 

Camera lens: bird dejection, rain drop, 

mist… 

check regularly and clean;  

several pictures needed per day to have at least 

one of some interest 

Failure with liquid crystal screen 

(unreadable) 

avoid orientation towards sun: north orientation 

best 

Insufficient light on dark rainy days several pictures needed per day to have at least 

one of some interest 

Daily foliage contrast highly changing 

with daily light changing 

several pictures needed per day to have at least 

one of some interest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by L.E.Pâques (INRA-AGPF) 
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Near-surface remote sensing of phenology using LED-sensors 

 

Description 

LEDs (Light emitting diodes) are used in mode reverse to continuously measure the fraction 

of radiation intercepted (termed here as FiRAD) by the tree crowns throughout the annual 

cycle of leaf development. The measure system is conceived in order to monitor the relative 

phenological variations in leaf area for a single tree or for a tree population. 

The non-commercial LED-sensor is bi-spectral: one LED in the blue wavelengths (~centered 

on 470 nm), another in the green ones (~centered on 525 nm). A sensor located above the 

tree canopy measures the incident radiation and another located under the tree crowns 

measures the radiation transmitted. The sensor is directional in order to avoid direct sun 

illumination in its field of view and to capture the radiation transmitted under the target 

trees. The data of incident and transmitted radiations are acquired simultaneously with high 

frequency (1 per min). The synchronization is guaranteed by using the same datalogger. The 

daily time series of FiRAD in the two spectral bands are derived after a specific processing 

(reducing noise, filtering outliers). 

LED technology is a cheap alternative to the classical sensors of PAR, i.e. the 

photosynthetically active radiation which covers a large spectral band from 400 to 700nm. 

The narrow bands of LEDs make it possible to observe a possible specific spectral behavior. 

Fig.1. The LED captor under the crown; view of the tree in winter and  at the start of autumn 

(photo taken from the captor) 

 

Phenological observations 

LED-sensors can be used for monitoring and dating of the leaf unfolding in spring of 

deciduous tree species at levels of tree (if only a single tree can be captured in the field of 

view) and of stand. Some studies are ongoing on the potential of the method for monitoring 

the leaf fall and the color change due to the senescence in autumn.  
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Data analysis 

The FiRAD is increasing during the increase of green leaf area in spring and is decreasing 

during the leaf senescence in fall. The data analysis is quantitative and can be automated. It 

is based on a parametric modeling (statistical fitting of sigmoid functions) or on a non-

parametric modeling (temporal smoothing) of the annual trajectory of the FiRAD. The 

candidates to critical stages of leaf development are identified and dated from the model, by 

using reference data from visual observations of phenology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Evolution of FiLed over two growing seasons (2014 and 2015). 

 

Benefits/constraints 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by D.Guyon and S.Dayau (INRA, UMR 1391 ISPA, Villenave d'Ornon, France) 
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Home-made 

Ecomatik 

Automatic dendrometer to monitor radial growth phenology  

 

Description 

Automatic dendrometers allow monitoring at a high time frequency (ex. from a few minutes 

to once per day) daily stem or branch radial (diameter and/or girth) variation along the 

growing season.   

Radial stem variation integrates several phenomena linked to water movement into the 

trunk and radial growth per se. Water movements are linked to seasonal trunk shrinkage 

(due to frost, drought) and to daily rehydration and water depletion during the warmest 

period of the day. Radial growth is linked to cambial activity and more precisely to wood 

(and phloem) cell enlargement. Automatic dendrometers consist of one captor (very often a 

potentiometer) with a point closely maintained to the bark thanks to a spring and an 

independant data logger or a data logger station (ex. Campbell) to store data.  

Several commercial dendrometers (ex. PepiPiaf, Ecomatik, etc) are available, adapted to 

measure either radial, diametral or girth increment for trees from a few cm in diameter to 

any dimension. Most of them are adapted to be used outdoor but they are not guaranteed 

fully waterproof. Point dendrometers usually have a course of +/- 10 mm. Adjustment of its 

position over the growing season is necessary.  

Unit cost goes from over 350 euros (+ data logger) to more than 1000 euros (including data 

logger).  

Calibration of each dendrometer together with its wire to data logger is necessary to link 

radial size variation to voltage variation. It consists in varying radial displacement and in 

recording voltage change. The linear regression coefficient is used for further data 

adjustment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Two examples of radial point automatic dendrometers tested during the project (Ecomatik 

(connected to a Campbell) and home-made (with its own individual data logger)) 
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Phenological observations 

Start and cessation of radial growth are the two main phenological parameters of radial 

growth. Their relation to vegetative phenology is looked for.  

Data analysis 

Firstly hourly data are adjusted thanks to the calibration coefficient. Due to position change 

over the growing season, data have to be re-aligned and some aberrant values (ex. jump in 

voltage) must be discarded.  

Analysis follows stem cycle principles as described by Deslauriers et al. 2011 with 3 main 

daily phases: contraction, expansion and radius increase.  

 

 

Fig.2. Left. Daily radial size variation due to contraction ( C ) and expansion ( E ), including growth 

(G) (red dots). Right. Cumulated daily radius increments (mm) in 2013 from Julian day 50 to day 120.   

Daily radial growth increments are extracted to construct kinetics of radial growth over the 

growing season. Non-linear models can be used to model winter-spring and autumn-winter  

growth in order to detect start and cessation of radial growth.  

 

Benefits/constraints 

 

Observation 
period 

Applicable 
on 

Subjectivity 
level 

Throughput 
Nber of 

trees 

Throughput 
Sampling 

point/unit 

Seasonal 
constraint 

Major 
advantage 

Major 
constraint 

Whole year All types 
of trees 

O + A few 
tens 

+++ Every 
day 

(even 
hour) 

weak Proper Timing/ 
objective/access 

to other traits 

Cost 
installation 

 

 

C 
G 

E 
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o home-made 

 

Problems Solutions 

problems with water (not water-proofed) 

weakening batteries and damaging data 

recorders 

improvement of water-proof ability: all sensitive 

electric items stored in a water-proof box 

Batteries weak: loss of data (2013) check regularly 

Batteries weak: abnormal tension change 

curves (2014) 

check regularly; if an intrinsic problem: quality of 

the dendrometer is questioned (to be checked)  

Damages to captors after June because 

of not enough care to let free the captor 

(2014) 

check regularly and reposition captors in advance 

 

o Ecomatik: highly reliable (2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by L.E.Pâques, INRA-AGPF, Orléans (France) 
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Cambial activity monitored via microcoring 

A rapid method to avoid embedding of wooden microcore 

 

Description 

Microcoring is based on the collection of small wood cores (4 mm diameter) around tree 

trunks repeatedly during the growing season, using a Trephor® tool [PD2004A000324, 

Vitzani, Perarolo di Cadore (BL), Italy; Rossi et al., 2006a]. Microcores usually include the 

developing annual layer, with the cambial zone and phloem, and the previous tree rings 

(four or five). This tool was specifically designed to inflict small wounds and narrow 

traumatized tissues around the sampling points, which heal in a short time. Then repetitive 

samplings throughout the year and for more than one year on the same tree (maximum 4–5 

years) are possible. Storage of cores till the end of the growing season in fridge at 4°C. 

This method can be used to monitor cambial phenology on adult trees (the diameter at 

breast height of the trunk should be at least 10-15 cm). Anatomical observation of slices 

prepared from the cores allow following cells differentiation along the growing season and 

determining key xylogenesis phenological phases (elongation, maturation, etc). As such 

microcores allow ‘fixing’ some key phenological stages and critical dates. Their link with 

vegetative growth is of interest.  

The traditional procedures generally impose that microcores are embedded in paraffin after 

more dehydration steps. This procedure not only is time consuming, but techniques and 

laboratory equipments are also respectively complex and expensive. 

A method to make quicker, easier and rapid the slice preparation without the preventive 

embedding of microcores was developed. Indeed, using this procedure microcores are glued 

directly on a small wooden support and transverse sections of 8- to 12-mm- thickness are 

cutted with microtome GSL1 (MICROT L, Gärtner et al., 2014) in a few minutes. Slices are 

stained (cresyl violet acetate 0.16% in water), fixed on glasses and examined under visible 

and polarized light. Pictures are acquired through an AxioCam Zeiss ICc1 thanks to the 

AxioVision Microscope Software and can be stored for successive and repeated 

measurements.  

 

Phenological observations 

Microcores are used to monitor xylogenesis and cambial phenology during the growing 

season. In spring, when at least one cell is observed in the enlarging phase, xylem formation 

is considered to have begun. In late summer, when no other cells are observed in wall 

thickening and lignification, xylem formation is considered complete.  

It is possible to get information on: annual radial growth of ring (total mean number of cells 

produced) and dynamics; critical dates of cell differentiation (different stages from cambial 

cells to mature cells); duration of different phases. 
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Data analysis 

The CaviaR R library developed by Rathgeber et al. (2014) is a useful tool to analyse data and 

extract relevant information for conifer species, where you can check the type and count the 

mean number of tracheids in the different stages (cambial, elongating, maturing and mature 

cells). Cell number in 3 files is averaged for each tree and used to assess overall timing of 

xylem growth. Early and latewood cells from the previous year ring were also counted to 

adjust data for different positioning of the samples along the trunk. Critical dates of cell 

differentiation and duration of xylogenesis phases are obtained with function 

plotWoodFormationCalendar. Cumulative cell numbers over days were modeled using a 

Gompertz model. Following Rathgeber et al. (2011), radial growth will start with cell 

elongation and end with stop of cell elongation; wood formation (xylogenesis) will start with 

cell expansion and close at the end of cell maturation. 

At the start of the growing season, when the new xylem cells are not yet lignified and/or the 

growth of new ring is fast, the annual layer can be easily broken. This implies the reduction 

of efficiency of authomatic cell counting tools (e.g.: Wincell®) for slices obtained directly, 

without the preventive paraffin embedding.  

 
 

 
     Different phenological stages observed in conifers during the development of the new ring. 

 

 

In broadleaves species, with porous wood, is not easy to count vessels along radial layers. 

Anyway the monitoring of cambium phenology can consider the critical dates for different 

stages of xylem formation: onset of cambial cell production, beginning of growth, cessation 

of cambial cell production, ending of growth, cessation of the differentiation and growth 

duration.  
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Benefits/constraints 

 

Methods Observation 
period 1) 

Applicable 
on 

Subjectivity 
level 

Throughput  
Nber of trees 

Throughput 
Sampling 

point/unit 

Seasonal 
constraint 

Major 
advantage 

Major 
constraint 

Microcores Whole year Old trees O + +++  > 15-25/ 
year 
according 
to tree 
species 

weak Proper Timing/ 
objective/access 

to other traits 

Preparation 
facility 

 

 

 

 

  

Problems Solutions 

Sometimes difficulties to extract cores Re-sample 

Knife edge of Trephor damage (2 x; costly to repare) Can be repaired if damage not too strong 

Sometimes miss the previous ring Re-sample 

During fast growing period, rays of cells are broken. Counting of 
cells is uncertain or impossible 

Check regularly slices sampled and/or re-sample 

Microcores could detach from the support while cut Waterproof and solid glue (type Attack®) 

Reading pictures could be difficult by the not well oriented 
microcore 

Core veins must be as much straight and orthogonal to the direction 
of knife 

Preparation facility: slice preparation expensive and time 
consumption 

Cutting and staining slices directly without embedding in wax 

Traditional microtome’s very expensive The GLs 81 is cheap and easy to use; knives are cheap and easy to find 

The technique is quite complex and require to spent a lot of time 
for cell counting  

Avoiding microcore embedding. It is realistic to handle some few 
hundreds samples (2 people can prepare 40-45 slices a day)  

Sampling requires frequent visits on field to properly monitor cell 
differentiation. 

It is possible to store microcores for several months (in Eppendorf 
microtubes, with 50% ethanol solution at 4-5°C) and processing 
samples at the end of the growing season 
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Tools used and steps 

 

Step Tool 

Microcores collection. 
 

 
 

Trephor® tool 
 

 

Microcore ready for slicing and slices 
 

 

Microtome GSL1 – WSL 
 

 

 
Image acquisition (to determine key 
xylogenesis phenological phases) 

 

 
Microscope with AxioCam Zeiss ICc1 
 

 

Data managing and elaboration - AxioVision Microscope Software 
- Module Panorama  
- R- Package ‘CAVIAR’ 

 

 

Prepared by Roberta Proietti and Fulvio Ducci (CREA, Arezzo, IT) 


